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DTS.Team Telly.Q: Enable multi-column search in sqlite3 I have a database with a table with four columns, say name, address, phone, and email. For now, I am able to search for a name/address/phone/email combination, but I can't figure out how to make a multi-column search. For

example, say I search for "address: 123 New York Street", I want to return all records with all four properties matching, such as all "123 New York Street" records, and any records containing a string of length 8 or more such as "123 New York Street, 123 Broadway, 100 Bank Street, New
York, New York, 123 Main St, 123 U.S.A. Blvd, 123 White St, 123 Main St." If I do a search such as SELECT * FROM table WHERE name = "123 New York Street" AND phone = "123, " then I only get a single hit since there is only one record containing these two strings. How can I do a multi-
column search in sqlite3? A: Try: SELECT * FROM table WHERE name = '123 New York Street' AND address = '123 New York Street' AND phone = '123,' AND email = '123'; You should also not use single quotes for string values -- use'instead. A: Nowadays you can use the LIKE operator for
case-insensitive strings, such as: SELECT * FROM myTable WHERE name LIKE '%a%'; Then you have to match the strings for every column you want. I strongly recommend that you use full-text search for arbitrary strings. In full-text, you search for sets of characters. The following section
from SQLite article shows how to create the full-text index: CREATE VIRTUAL TABLE foo USING fts4(content); INSERT INTO foo SELECT * FROM myTable; Then you can search by entering a string in the search box (see the image above). A: Try using this: SELECT name,address,phone,email
FROM mytable WHERE name LIKE '%address:%' AND address LIKE '%address:%' AND phone LIKE '%address:%' AND email LIKE '%address:%'; SQLite 3.7.3 Changed error checking from error, to the more generic error Trichomycteridae Trichomycteridae is a family of killifish found in rivers

and streams in continental tropical Africa. About ten genera are currently placed here, with a sixth genus awaiting confirmation. It is the second-largest killifish family with about 33 species, after Cyprinodontidae with probably about 70 species. 5ec8ef588b
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